JUNIOR WEEK

It’s tog-out time. You all want to look classy just at this season, with all the sisters and sweethearts around and believe us boys, you miss one of the best bets if you pass up our line of scenery. AND SAY--you upper classmen remember that Prom, and you freshmen speaking of your first Glee, just give our

SPICEY TANGO SHIRTS

The once over. They cost anywhere from $2.50 up. Style, color, material, they sure are there. Drop in and take a look, you’ll believe our word.

LOOK AROUND

The Copley-Plaza and pick them out at the Prom.

AND LISTEN BOYS

The Spring Gloves are here, kid, suede and Oh Yes--don’t forget the yellow chamois ones that an honest to goodness fusser must have. And when it comes to

UP TO THE MINUTE VESTS

You ought to see ours at from $3.50 to $15.00. All the rest of the outfit is on exhibition. Phoenix Hose, in cotton or silk, just as you say. Nifty Neckwear in all colors of the rainbow and then some. See the fraternity colors. Hats and all the rest of the decorations waiting for you. Take a straight tip--they’re winners.

COPELEY-PLAZA HABERDASHER

16 Huntington Ave. Cor. Mass. Ave. and Boylston St.